This proposed work is to develop embedded user interface for efficient interior led lighting system which can be used to control LED down light panels, check status form the installed LED panels of interior LED lighting system in the entire building. This will be a hand held device (i.e. operates on a 5V DC power with a graphical LCD digital user interface) which can configure lighting arrangements in different places like hospitals, colleges, offices, malls, houses, etc. The only advantage of this controlling device is that it will be a single solution controlling device. This will manage the lighting needs of the entire building.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the project is to develop embedded user interface for efficient interior led lighting system which can be used to check status of LED down light panels and control installed LED panels of interior LED lighting system in the entire building. This will be a hand held device (i.e. operates on a 5V DC power with a graphical LCD digital user interface) which can configure lighting arrangements in different places like hospitals, colleges, offices, malls, houses, etc. The advantage of the device is that it will be a single solution controlling device. This will manage the lighting needs of the entire building. This project will also handle all issues required to design packets which has to be transferred to the controlling server from the hand held device. Transmission of packets can be analyzed on serial monitoring software at the receiving end. This is a disadvantage for most general lighting applications, but can be an advantage for spot or flood lighting [9] . Globally, electric lighting accounts for some one fifth of all electric energy consumed [3] . Therefore any efficient electric lighting initiative is a subject of interest of all mankind. Such an initiative is dimming the LEDs in a LED panel [5] [8] . Dimming led saves energy at a roughly 1:1 ratio. This means that if you dim LEDs down to 50% of their output you will save nearly 50% of your energy usage [6] [4] [2] . Dimming LEDs run cooler than the existing tube lights and bulbs, which should extend the life of the electronic components of the driver, as well as prosper on the LEDs. Dimming of the light output of White LED down panel is done with pulse width modulation in order to maintain a consistent color or color temperature of light [7] . The hardware platform used in this case is ARM microcontroller. The selected ARM family member for this device is LPC2148 which is a low power device and can support operations of the complete embedded system with a battery which further improves battery life as it consumes very less power. Provisions will be there to integrate the device with LAN which can be easily done if it is required in future. LPC2148 microcontroller is a 32 bit microcontroller which also has on chip support for USB2.0.
SYSTEM ARCHITECHTURE
In the system architecture, ARM7 microcontroller is used i.e. LPC2148 member, it is a 32-bit microcontroller. As in the above block diagram, it shows that packet analyzer and switch panel work as an input and GLCD display works as an output. The whole hardware platform is communicating through RS232 with computer or laptop to show the packet data using serial monitoring software. this first press the floor switch and then press the number of floor, then press the room switch and number of room and at last press the panel switch and number of panel.
COMMAND PACKET DESIGN FORMAT
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In figure 2 , there are three levels in the proposed design. These are three levels i.e. L1, L2 and L3. In level L1, it shows the selection of floor. There are three options for select the floor F1, F2 and F3. The floor is selected by the given switches on the device. In level L2, it shows selection of room from the selected floor. There are three options to select the room R1, R2 and R3. 
SYSTEM OPERATIONS
For this handheld device, the data packets are used to perform the operation which is basically required. There is 8-bit data packet required to do operation. Figure 3 , shows an example to perform an operation.
Consider the 8-bit data shown in the above byte. Its first 2-bits stand for floor, which is 10 for floor no.3, next 2-bits for room which is 00 for room no.1, next 2-bits for panel which is 01 for panel no. 2 and last 2-bits for operation which is 01 for final operation. The selection of floor, room, panel and operation are explained in the above section titled command packet designing format. In the following figure the flow of packet data is shown in the form of flow diagram. 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES
The following 
RESULTS
The command packets have been designed and corresponding operation have been performed. The command packets generated to perform a specific task are then analyzed on serial monitoring software and decoding is performed.
CONCLUSIONS
Finally, this work includes designing of data packets that would control an LED lighting system. Command packets are designed in 8 bit format which will be sent from the handheld device for controlling and analysis applications. These packet formats are analyzed by using serial monitoring software. With the help of command packets handheld device can perform various operations viz. device panel selection from different rooms on different floors in a building and changing intensity of the LED panel. With this design, they have achieved a universal handheld device packet generator which can perform various controlling operations on interior LED lighting system remotely.
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